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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES COMMITTEE
MINUTES OF MEETING
MAY 3, 2005
 
[In these minutes: 
Approval of April 5, 2005 Minutes, Breeze Demonstration, Technology Fees Discussion Continued,
Brainstorm Agenda Items for 2005 – 2006, Meeting Schedule for 2005 – 2006]
 
[These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of Minnesota
Senate or Twin Cities Assembly; none of the comments, conclusions or actions reported in these minutes
represent the views of, nor are they binding on, the Senate or Assembly, the Administration or the Board of
Regents.]
 
PRESENT: 
Andy Lopez, chair, Mark Sanders, John See, Dale Swanson, Jeff Johnson, Stephen Cawley, Eric Celeste,
Linda Jorn, Lynda Ellis, Douglas Ernie, Greg Laden, Jim Waddell, Mahmoud Sadrai
 
REGRETS:  Nancy Herther, Alan Ek, Tun Jie, Myron Lowe, John H. Miller
 
ABSENT:  Stuart Speedie
 
GUEST:  Lance Cunningham, Digital Media Center (DMC)
 
OTHER:  Shih-Pau Yen
 
I).  Professor Lopez called the meeting to order.
 
II).  The Committee unanimously approved the April 5, 2005 minutes.
 
III). 
Lance Cunningham from the Digital Media Center (DMC) provided members with a demonstration of
Macromedia’s Breeze, an automated system for generating on-line PowerPoint presentations and
WebConferences with audio narration capabilities. 
More information about Breeze can be found at the following URL: www.breeze.umn.edu 
 
Questions from members to Mr. Cunningham included:

What versions of PowerPoint are compatible with Breeze?  Any PowerPoint version 1997 or later is
compatible.
Can Breeze presentations be created on a Macintosh?  No, the plug-in for PowerPoint is PC only;
therefore, any authoring of a Breeze presentation must be done on a PC.  However, once the 
presentation is published and converted it is viewable on a Macintosh.
Who has access to Breeze?  All University of Minnesota staff or faculty are able to use the system.
Where is the software for Breeze located?  It sits on a server, which is managed on the Breeze website.
How long are Breeze presentations archived on the server?  Permanently, at least at the moment.
Is it possible to get usage information on a Breeze presentation?  Yes, however, the amount of 
information is limited to how many people viewed a particular presentation and/or slide.  Currently, it 
is impossible to find out who viewed a presentation.
Are there any browser issues?  No.
Does Breeze require a specified amount of bandwidth?  Because Breeze presentations use the
progressive download feature and they are compressed considerably before they are published, there
are no specific bandwidth requirements.  However, performance is increased with bandwidth.
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When did the Breeze program start at the University?  The pilot program was launched during spring
semester 2004 and then the program went into production in October 2004.  There has been a gradual 
and consistent increase in the number of Breeze users at the University.
How many people can be on the BreezeLive video simultaneously?  This varies, however, it can be 
upwards of five to six before performance is impacted.
Can a link to an embedded file be put into a Breeze presentation?  Yes, as long as the file is on the web.
Are Breeze presentations password protected?  At this point they are not password protected, but there
are plans to require X.500 authentification by the fall of 2005.

 
Professor Lopez thanked Mr. Cunningham for his presentation.
 
IV).  The committee continued its discussion of technology fees.  Two handouts were distributed to facilitate
their discussion:
 

The allocation of University Fee dollars.1.
A summary of responses from Phase II budget instructions in allocating technology fees.2.

 
After much discussion on this topic and after receiving presentations from a few colleges at a previous
meeting on how they set and distribute their technology fees, committee members were not as concerned as
they once were about the variability in fees. 
However, members requested Professor Lopez follow-up with Budget Officer Julie Tonneson on two
concerns:
 

Because the total allocation of University Fees for FY05 ($45.5 million) exceeds the income of
applying a $400 per semester fee to all undergraduates at the University, is the fee also assessed to
other groups?  Is the allocation supplemented with other funds at the University?

1.

It seems as though University Fee allocations do not help the units that receive them because their
O&M budgets are reduced by an equivalent amount.  Is this standard practice across the University?  If 
so, it seems more appropriate that the University Fee be incorporated into the tuition increases, which
are being imposed on students.

2.

 
Professor Lopez will share Ms. Tonneson’s responses to these concerns once he receives them.
 
Next, members summarized their position on technology fees in the following statement, which the
committee passed unanimously:
 

“We commend the colleges for the careful way in which they have handled
technology fees, including the regular determination of priorities, setting
of fees, and appropriate expenditures.  We note the careful inclusion of
students in planning and decision-making and urge that feedback about the
outcome of technology fees be assured.  We also suggest that each college
establish a clear point of contact for student, faculty, and staff questions
about the application of technology fees.  We recommend that the University
central administration continue to monitor technology fees for changes and
share findings with the Senate Committee on Information Technology for
review at least every two years”.
 

It was decided that this statement would be forwarded to the University’s Budget Office as well as to the
Senate for information in the fall of 2005.
 
V).  Next, members brainstormed agenda items for the 2005 -2006 academic year.  The following ideas were 
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suggested:
IT fees
Security issues
Pod Casting
Hold a meeting using Breeze
Technology and instruction issues
Technology related solutions to the soaring cost of journal publications
Electronic textbooks (Should a University business unit stand in the way of technology enhancements
that would benefit both faculty and students?)
Authentication methods that would allow access to some content for non-X.500 users
What direction is the University headed in terms of course fees, campus computer labs and wireless
Receive a campus phone service update
New technologies and their uses by various colleges
Periodic file sharing updates
Vista update
Strategic positioning recommendations related to technology

 
VI).  Professor Lopez asked members whether the same meeting time would work for them next year. 
Hearing no major objections, Professor Lopez stated that SCIT meetings for the 2005 – 2006 academic year
would be held on the first Tuesday of each month from 2:30 – 4:00.  The SCIT meeting schedule can be 
found at the following URL:  http://www1.umn.edu/usenate/meetings/scitmtg.html
 
VII).  Hearing no further business, Professor Lopez adjourned the meeting.
 
                                                                                                Renee Dempsey
                                                                                                University Senate


